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Report: 
 
We have successfully carried out the proposed surface x-ray diffraction experiments to 
analyze the structure of the Fe/BaTiO3 (001) adsorption system. The experiments were 
carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions at the beamline ID03.  
In the first step we have prepared the BaTiO3(001)-(2x1) surface reconstruction by 
repeated sputtering and annealing of a BaTiO3 single crystal. Using the newly installed 
Maxipix area detector, we have collected intensities along both, integer order crystal 
truncation rods and fractional superlattice rods of the (2x1) reconstructed sample. For 
instance, Fig. 1 shows the (1/2 1 L) rod. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 1  
Experimental (symbols) and calculated 
(lines) structure factor intensities, |F|2, 
along the (1/2 1 L) superlattice rod of the 
(2x1) reconstructed BaTiO3(001) surface.  
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Symbols represent experimental structure factors intensities (|F|2). Standard deviations 
(1σσσσ) derived from the counting statistics and the reproducibility of symmetry 
equivalent reflections are shown as error bars. The preliminary analysis by least 
squares fitting including all reflections provides evidence for a structure model, which 
is characterized by the presence of two terminating TiO2 layers, very similar to the 
structure model previously proposed for SrTiO3(001) [1-3]. 
 
In the second experiment we have deposited Fe on the BaTiO3(001) surface, while the 
intensity at the (1 0 0.5) (anti-phase) reflection along the 10L crystal truncation rod of 
the BaTiO3 (001) surface was monitored simultaneously. This is shown in Fig.2. 
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The arrows indicate the time at 
which the shutter was opened and 
closed, respectively. The total 
amount of Fe deposited equals to 
an equivalent of about 17 
monolayers (ML) when referenced 
to the atom number density of the 
Fe(001) surface (1 ML: 1.21x1015 
atoms/cm2). Fe-deposition does not 
lead to a significant modulation of 
the CTR intensity which is 
expected if coherent epitaxial 
growth of Fe on a specific site of 
the single crystalline BaTiO3 
surface is assumed [4]. Rather, we 
observe a slow and continuous 
drop of intensity which can be 
interpreted by disordered growth 
of Fe. After about 3-4 ML coverage 
the decay rate increases, which 
might be attributed to the 
completion of a closed Fe-adlayer.  

Fig. 2  
Evolution of the (10 0.5) anti-phase reflection intensity 
during Fe deposition. Arrows mark start and stop of 
deposition. The total amount of Fe deposited equals to 
about 17 ML [referenced to the Fe(001) surface atom 
number density]. 


